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Escali Unveils 18 New Products for 2022 and 2023
After a hiatus during COVID, Escali has launched 18 new  

high-quality measuring devices, including new scales and thermometers.

Burnsville, MN - March 1, 2023

Escali, a leading manufacturer of high-quality kitchen scales, thermometers, and other measurement products, has 
announced the release of 18 new products in 2022 and early 2023 after a release hiatus during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
These products include a range of kitchen scales and thermometers designed to make cooking and baking easier and 
more precise, along with two bathroom scales that bring Escali quality to personal health goals.

“We are thrilled to announce the release of these 18 new products,” said Kelly Walsh, Vice President at Escali. “We have 
been working tirelessly to bring these products to market, and we are very excited about sharing them at the Inspired 
Homes Show in Chicago this March.”

The new product line includes the Versi Coffee Scale, the Telero entry-level kitchen scale, the DH6 Digital Compact Folding 
Thermometer, the DH7 Infrared Surface and Folding Probe Thermometer, the DH8 Infrared and Probe Thermometer, the 
DH9 Long Stem Digital Thermometer, the DHC1 Digital Candy & Deep Fry Thermometer, and the ComfortStep Anti-Slip 
Bathroom Scale, to name a few.

“Our goal is to provide our customers with the best measurement products on the market,” said Walsh. “These new 
products are a testament to our commitment to providing customers with innovative, high-quality products that improve 
upon the measuring devices that are already on the market with simple, but impactful features.”

Many of these new products are available online and in select retailers, and all will be on display at the Inspired Home 
Show in Chicago, Booth S408, on March 4-7th, 2023.

 
For more information, please contact Escali at Media@Escali.com.

About Escali: 
Escali is a leading manufacturer of kitchen scales, thermometers, and other measurement products. Their mission is to provide 
customers with high-quality, innovative products that make cooking and baking easier and more precise. With a commitment to 
excellence and customer satisfaction, Escali is dedicated to making the best measurement devices on the market.
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